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The Institute of Chemical Technology (ICT), Prague, is a public university pursuing 

scientifi c research, development and implementation. It is a member of the family of 28 

public and state universities in the Czech Republic, a member of the European University 

Association, the European Federation of National Engineering Associations and the 

Gesellschaft für Ingenieurpädagogik.

ICT is known for both the depth and broadness of its education and research activities 

in many branches of science. And their research teams needed a better way to organize 

and share research – to teach new researchers best practices early on and improve 

collaboration. EndNote® quickly became the clear choice when ICT introduced several 

reference management solutions to their faculty and students.

THE NEED

In the past, research teams used various ways to organize printout collections. However, 

with the transition to electronic articles, the necessity to organize what would typically 

be a huge collection of PDFs or extensive lists of references and easily share it with other 

members of research groups became essential.

THE SOLUTION

Several years ago, the Central Library (now part of the Centre for Information Services) of 

ICT, in cooperation with the Laboratory of Informatics and Chemistry, set up campus-wide 

access to some reference management software and services. One of those reference 

management solutions was EndNote®.

 “We expected that it would attract some attention, but the overwhelming reaction 

surpassed any expectation,” said Jiri Jirat, project organizer. “I can’t remember any new 

software or electronic information source that raised such high interest. EndNote became 

an instant hit among all types of users, showing very strong demand for a reference 

management tool.”

EASY IMPLEMENTATION AND ACCESS TO TRAINING

Immediately after selecting a campus-wide EndNote subscription, ICT worked with the 

EndNote team to provide training. Ten trainings were held on the premises of individual 

departments. And basic usage of EndNote has become a standard part of the ICT 

information literacy course. This ensures every undergraduate student learns how to use 

EndNote when writing their thesis or any other work.

“Managing citations has never been so easy and straightforward,” said Daniel Svozil, 

associate professor of informatics and chemistry.

The training series created a snowball effect. Using EndNote has become a standard way 

of working. Students are bringing new workfl ow practices into departments that were used 

to more antiquated and conservative research management approaches.

“All students who tried EndNote for the fi rst time were immediately enthusiastic about 

the possibilities it offers,” said Jirat. “They rank it as extremely useful, especially students 

preparing to write their thesis. EndNote has the strongest, most positive feedback.”

 “ I can’t remember any new software 

or electronic information source that 

raised such high interest.”
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The fl exible license option with unlimited concurrent users allows for easy EndNote 

trainings or use in any of the available computer rooms. Every academic year, hundreds 

of students take advantage of the home use option and download and install EndNote 

on their laptops. 

When access to EndNote was switched on at ICT, nearly 400 students and employees 

downloaded installation packages on their personal laptops immediately, and the vast 

majority (over 75 percent) indicated that they planned to install it on a personal 

computer/notebook. A further fi ve percent planned to install EndNote both on ICT 

Prague hardware and on their own private computers, showing the importance and 

advantage of the home use option. 

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“EndNote has become an essential tool for our group which deals with design of new 

organic catalysts and photocatalysts,” said Radek Cibulka, associate professor of organic 

chemistry, ICT. “We can now easily share collected references and the boost to our work 

is enormous. EndNote helps our students acquire good habits when working with 

scientifi c texts.”

“EndNote fi nally brought order to the scattered references and full-texts I kept in my 

computer,” said Ludek Jelinek, associate professor in the Department of Energy, ICT. 

“The large number of fi lters makes it easy to import data from different sources. And the 

PDF full-text search makes it easier to answer the question—where did I read that? When 

I’m working on a review, I can focus on the topic while EndNote keeps track of references.”

“We ask students to create citations using EndNote right from the start. Thanks to 

accommodating licensing conditions, we can also encourage them to install it at home 

so they have access everywhere,” said Vladimir Sykora, associate professor of water 

technology and environmental engineering. “It guarantees them uniform citation style, 

and also keeps in order materials like newspaper articles, personal libraries and references.” 

“EndNote has become the key tool in scientifi c activities of academic communities,” said 

Eva Dibuszova, head of the Centre of Information Services. “From the perspective of a 

manager, our institution is ready to invest in a tool that effi ciently facilitates the everyday 

work of our scientists and students.”

“The feedback and reactions during employee and student trainings were very positive,” 

said Anna Motejlkova, EndNote trainer in the Centre of Information Services. “Everybody 

has found EndNote a valuable tool for managing citation data, both for research activity 

and also for personal use. It allows for easy cataloguing of interesting publications.”

“EndNote has undoubtedly helped to unify standards for students, as sticking to a prescribed 

citation style is now extremely easy,” said Milan Jahoda, vice dean of chemical engineering. 
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